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ABSTRACT

The problem of most accurately determining the Experimental
Breeder Reactor - II (EBR-II) reactor outlet temperature from
currently available plant signals is investigated. Historically,
the reactor outlet pipe was originally instrumented with 8
temperature sensors but, during 22 years of operation, all these
instruments have -failed except far one remaining thermocouple,
and its output had recently become suspect. Using pattern recog-
nition methods to compare values of 129 plant signals -for simi-
larities over a 7 month period spanning recon-figuration o-f the
core and recalibration o-f many plant signals, it was determined
that the remaining reactor outlet pipe thermocouple is still
useful as an indicator of true mixed mean reactor outlet tempera-
ture. Application of this methodology to investigate one specific
signal has automatically validated the vast majority of the 129
signals used -for pattern recognition and also highlighted a few
inconsistent signals -for further investigation.

INTRODUCTION

The Experimental Breeder Reactor - II (EBR-II) is a liquid-
sodium-cooled fast reactor which has been operating at Argonne
National Laboratory - West for the last twenty-two years. During
that time period the instrumentation on the plant has steadily
evolved, through addition and replacement, into a modern state-
of-the-art configuration with over eight hundred plant signals
available every half second on a data acquisition system (DAS)
controlled by a mini-computer. At the same time this very modern
system has two quite unusual characteristics: parts of the ins-
trumentation are old original equipment and some very desirable

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy i.nder Contract
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sensors are completely absent -from the system.

These two characters! ti cs have arisen -from the same fundamental
cause, i.e., that some of the sensors are located in areas which
are completely inaccessible -for repair or replacement. All sen-
scrs in such locations are original equipment and some o-f them
have -failed. Further, some o-f these sensor -failures have had an
impact on the way the plant is controlled.

Although mare than eight hundred signals are used -for
surveillance and control of the overall plant, oniy a few of
these signals are used for direct control of reactor plant, and
some o-f the -failures have occurred in these sensors. Basically,
th= raactor is controlled by maintaining -full primary system
srdium flow, by adjusting secondary sodium flow through the
irtermediate heat exchanger (IHX) to maintain a constant primary
c 21 •- = o d i u ifi t e m p era t Lire e r. t e rin g the r sa~t o r , a n d b y a d j u s t i n g
t~e control reds to maintain a constant temperature ri=s through
the reactor. Over the last few years most of the primary flow
Srisors have been lost and the ssnsors determining the reactor
s i t temperatures have failed until there is now only one opera-
tional thermocouple an the outlet pipe o-f the reactor and it had
become suspect to the point, where the core temperature rise
measurement was replaced by a thermal-hydraulic calculation.

The specific intent of the present investigation is to compare
tns long-term performance of the remaining outlet pipe thermo-
couple to the thermal-hydraulic calculation and to other related
temperature measurements. In this manner, the appropriateness of
again using the suspect thermocouple as an element of core temp —
stature rise determination for the purposes of controlling the
plant can be assessed.

STATES OF A SYSTEM

The state of a typical system of interest can be defined by an
array of variable values such as temperatures, pressures, flows,
relational and linear speeds, electrical currents and voltages,
etr. In addition, most systems contain random fluctuations in the
v.-riabls values which are taken into account when de+inino the
= -stem state, But in the real world the state of a system is
usually defined by our knowledge of only a portion of the system
•-;.-i able values as measured by real sensors. Even so it. is
s = 5j(ned that the sensor characteristics can be taken into
account and the spectrum of variable values chosen for observa-
tion are adequate to define the system state.

In an isolated laboratory environment such a situation as d e -
scribed above may be stable and predictable, but in real systems
designed for long-term use in commercial applications there s.rs
two more characteristics that strongly affect knowledge o-f the
State of a system. The first characteristic is that partra of the
system are replaced with equipment that performs differently than
the original equipment, A specific example in the case of EBR-II
is the impeller for one of the primary pumps where the replace-



ment impeller has a larger diameter than the original. Another
speci-fic example is the different reactor core configurations
that ESR-II must accombdate -for experimental purposes. The
effects or changes like these can usually be calculated and new
states of the system can be defined. But verification that the
system has changed as calculated is usually more difficult,
especially if sensors sensitive to the calculated changes srs not
ava.ilable-

The second characteristic is that the system evolves in time due
to the human interaction with the instrumentation measuring the
state of the system. This can have a subtle but substantial
effect over long time periods. Almost all instrumentation in-
volves correcting circuits which, for example, introduce offsets
and scale factors into the final signal for the purpose of cali-
bration. Often the calibration cannot, be done in an absolute
sense but must be done in situ, and then sometimes by consistency
with other plant variables. This capability for signal values to
be adjusted according to engineering calculations and judgements,
often to take into account new system parts, is probably the
major influence on the long-term time variation of system- sig-
nals.

PATTERN-RECOGNITION METHOD

The situation described above cannot be approached by highly
precise methods for system surveillance over long time periods.
However, o\/er short time periods such methods may be applicable.
A surveillance method is needed which is flexible enough to be
highly precise over short time periods and yet robust enough to
accomodats long-term changes without extensive system—specific
analyses. The method which has been proposed to meet these needs
is a pattern-recognition method which learns patterns from real
examples and, depending upon the algorithm for pattern matching,
accomodates both short-term and long-term system state changes.

Formali sm

The -formalism developed for the pattern recognition of the steady
states of a system is a straightforward one w'ne^e the system
state is characterised by a vector whoss elements are the values
of the state variables. A vector space is then considered to be
populated by a number of examples of system state vectors and
a measure is defined which determines the similarity between any
pair of state vectors. These measures are referred to as the
overlap between the patterns represented by the pair of vectors
and s.rs as follows for the short—term and long-term applications:

1) Short-Term Overlap — The chi—squared probabilty that the
collection of state variables s.re from the same statistical
population. This definition requires an auxiliary standard dev-
iation vector for every state vector.

2) Long-Term Overlap - The average minimum ratio of pairs of
similar state variables. The minimum ratio is established by



arbitrarily putting the variable of one state vector in the
numerator and the variable of the other state vector in the
denominator and than inverting the ratio i-f it turns out to be
greater than unity.

Software has been developed which in its usual application
involves a Learn Mode and a Monitor Mode. In the Learn Mods
sequential state vectors are accessed -for a given time period,
standard deviations of state variables &re determined, and the
short-term overlap is used to identify and save a set of learned
states. In the Monitor Mode the set of learned states is used to
de-fins a pattern-recognition matrix which produces a contrast
vector when applied to an observed stats vector. The application
o-f the pattern recognition matrix is done according to the short-
term overlap or long-term overlap as appropriate. In this present
study, the Monitor Mode is applied using only the long-term
overlap calculation. The resulting contrast vector has elements
which ars proportional to the likelihood that the observed stats
vector is similar to each of the learned states.

Predicted States

A state is predicted for each and every observation of a state
vector made in the Monitor Mode. The predicted state contains a
value based an the learned states for each and every variable in
common between the learned states and the observed state. For
long-term surveillance, a nominal predicted state is made up o-f
nominal variable values based on a linear combination o-f learnea
states where the coefficients of the linear combination ars the
elements of the contrast vector-. Then the observed state vector
directly influences the nominal predicted state vector in order
to produce the final form of the predicted state vector. Specifi-
cally, the variables of the nominal predicted state vector a.r<=:
allowed to assume a simultaneous best fit to a normal distribu-
tion about their nominal ' values and to the observed state vector
variable values. The variance of the normal distribution is based
on the difference of the long-term overlap from unity.

Signatures

In order to provide a concise, single display which clearly shows
how well a predicted state matches an observed state, a displav
referred to as s signature plot is used. In the signature plot,
the variables &re first ordered according to the deviation be-
tween the predicted state and the observed state. These devia-
tions are then turned into percentages of individual variable
values and then normalised to the percentage difference between
the long—term overlap value and unity. In essence, the signature
plot shows ths relative contribution of each variable's deviation
to the average deviation in the comparison between two states.

An example of a signature plot for the comparison of an observed
state to a predicted state is shown in Figure 1. In this figure
are data from July 30, 19S5 EBR-II operation for the predicted
state, and data from March 20, 1986 operation -for the observed



state. The currently observed variable values which are larger
than the predicted values Are shown on the left of the figure and
the smaller ones on the right. The total number of variables
plotted here is 129 (seen on the lower right of Figure 1). The
particular signal numbers o-f large-deviation variables are also
shown. For example signal number A5 is noted to have greater than
+5 times the average deviation of signals in this comparison.
Similarly signal number 1 is ncted to have more than -5 times the
average deviation.

If the deviations shown in Figure 1 were the deviations of a
normal distribution expressed ss multiples of the standard devia-
tion, then the envelope of the deviations would be expected to
follow the outline indicated by the Xs shown in Figure 1. The
normal distribution has e. distinctive shape that is high on the
left, low on the right, and crosses from positive to negative at
the canter of the plot. Most signature plots observed with the
current pattern recognition me-hcc &re normally distributed when
there is a good match between the predicted state and the ob-
served state. When the predicted stace is not well-matched to the
observed state then the diffsrsncss in terms of centering and
large deviation signals are clearly highlighted. In the case of
the comparison in Figure 1, the March 20, 1936 data clearly has a
preponderance of variable values which are lower than those of
July 30, 1985 and also has large deviations in both the positive
and negative directions.

REACTOR OUTLET TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS

An accurate measure of the reactor outlet temperature is vital to
the plant control method previously mentioned. It would be best
to directly measurs the temperature profile in the outlet pips
from the reactor outlet nozzle to the IHX inlet. Of the 3 origi-
nal temperature detectors located in this pipe only one therm-
ocouple remains operational. Therefore, when it was surmised that
this thermocouple also showed signs of failure, its main func-
tion, that o-f input to. the calculation of the reactor t&mperaturs
rise signal, was replaced by a calculated temperature rise based
on primary sodium ^low, secondary sodium flow, and secondary
sodium temperatures at the :-:ist and outlet of the IHX. with
adjustments made -or upper plenum sodium leakage arid sodium
density effects. The ability to accurately calibrate some o-f
these measurements is questionable.

When the above outlet pipe thermocouple was being used for reac-
tor control, its output was sent through an isolation, or buffer,
amplifier to the control rocf.. The particular buffer amplifier
used was found to drift, and the control room readings appeared
to have systematic degradation over long time periods which was
interpreted as a thermocouple problem. Thus, the thermocouple was
removed from plant control service and the thermocouple output
(without the buffer amplifier) was made available an the DAS for
information only.

Because of the situation just described, the determination of



reactor mixed mean outlet temperature and reactor temperature
rise is being investigated. A •first step in this process is to
determine the validity of the appropriate signals over substan-
tial time periods. The major plant signals to be considered &re
the unbuffered reactor outlet pipe thermocouple output and the
calculated core temperature rise described above. The method
chosen was the pattern recognition method described in the pre-
vious section of this paper.

State Variables

The stats variables chosen to define the state vectors are 12? in
number and comprise variables characterizing the primary system,
the secondary system, and the stsam system. Of these variables,
the ones of particular interest to the present investigation have
been identified as follows:

Signal Numoer Sensor Identification

73 Reactor outlet pipe thermocouple

33 Weighted average of 4 core outlet
thermocouple signals

116 Weighted average of 4 core inlet

thermocouple signals

39 Calculated core temperature rise

112 Reactor power from steam system
heat balance

The reactor power is included because it is the major identifier
of the plant stats. The general approach is to investigate the
validity of the entire complex of signals identified above, by
creating learned states from an sarly time period, forming pre-
dicted states for a much later time period, and comparing the
predicted states tc observed states from the later time period.

Learned States

The selection of Learned states is an important one, and in
general should be mads when the? plant is in a known state with
signals that &rs known to be valid. This is a difficult judgement
to make and in fact arises from the same cause that much of the
long term variation in plant stats knowledge arises — the judge-
ment and resulting adjustments that human operators impose en s
system. On the ether hand, the pattern recognition method is
designed to be robust enough to recognise dominant, 'Fundamental
patterns underlying the apparent system signal values.

For the purposes of the present study a representative day's
operation was chosen when the plant was thought to be in a
correct state representative of the normal power level,
approximately 53 MW (thermal) - August 20, 1985. A typical day's



operation at 58
validity of the
March 20, 1986, approximately
month period, all the types of
paper were made to the plant.
changed, the split of primary

MWt for the purpose of judging the long term
signals under investigation was chosen to be

seven months later. During this 7
changes mentioned earlier in this
The reactor configuration was
sodium flow between the core and

blanket was changed, and many plant signals were recalibrated for
mutual consistency. The August 20, 1985 data is used to generate
learned states for use in making predictions during application
of the Monitor Mode on March 20, 19S6.

State Comparisons

The comparisons between the state predicted by the August 20,
1935 data and the states observed on March 20, 19S6 can be sum-
marized in an overall sense by the signature plots appropriate
for each comparison. A tyoical signature plot for the comparison of
these states has been previously shown in Figure 1.

Signal Comparisons

As examples of the signal campart sons, the values for signal
numbers 73, 38, 116, 39, and 112 are shown in Figures 2 through
6. In each of thess figures, the Monitor Mode results for a 10
minute observed data sample every 2 hours for 20 hours beginning
at midnight on March 20, 19S6 s.rs shown. The box symbols with
dotted vertical error bars are the predictions while the X sym-
bols are the observations. The error bars shown on these figures
are representative of the uncertainty in the overall pattern
match between the predicted states and the observed states and as
such include the systematic shift between such states. The error
bars should not be considered as random errors on the displayed
signal values.

Summary and Conclusions

The problem of estimating the
when extrapolated to similar bi
usually takes detailed engir
p 1 a n t c a n d i t i o n s , e = t i m a t s s o -
t i on, and other changes from v
is inferred. A new approach, wr
these relations, has been apt
many plant signals simultaneou
valididity of each individual
process have been displayed in

values of selected plant variables
.it new plant conditions is one that
•leering considerations of the new
the plant instrumentation calibra—
u.-iich knowledge of the plant state
•.ich compares patterns representing
:iied to measure the consistency of
.isl y and so derive a measure o+ the
iignal . Some of the results of this
Figures 1 through 6.

It is clear
predictions
selection of
number 73,
this study,
observations

from the observation of Figures 2 through 6 that the
and observations for the plant power level and a
temperatures are in good agreement, including signal
the outlet pipe thermocouple which is the focus of
It is noticed that neither the predictions nor the
far signal 73 are as high in value as the

predictions or observations for signal 38. Signal 38 is in fact
one of those which is calibrated at the beginning of each plant



operating period to be consistent with other plant variables.
Presumably if signal 7B were to be treated similarly, then sig-
nals 73 and 33 would be in closer agreement. Moreover, essen-
tially identical results are obtained for similar comparisons
made over different time periods. It is therefore concluded that
the reactor outlet pipe thermocouple is a stable and predictable
sensing element. With the proper initial calibration procedure,
and verification at the beginning of each plant operating period
this thermocouple could again be used as an element of a reactor
control parameter. The present application has also con-firmed the
validity of many of the 129 signals monitored for this study, and
identified several which appear to have abnormal deviations.
These abnormalities will be the subject of future investigations.
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